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EXT. BAR ENTRANCE NIGHT

It’s a very busy night in a London Bar. Guys in Flannel

shirts and Girls in an ill fitting dresses scatter the Bar

as the euro-dance music blares around the upscale city

bar. A guy wearing casual clothes hurry’s up to the entrance

where the stern looking bouncer is standing.

GUY

(Jumping Fidgeting on the

spot)

Is there a toilet here mate ?

BOUNCER

It’s for customers only I’m

afraid.Try somewhere else

GUY

This is the only place I could find

there aren’t any public toilets

around here. Could you just do me a

solid and let me in.

BOUNCER

Look we can’t just have members of

the public coming in here and using

the toilet. It will look a fucking

mess.

GUY

(Mimicking the bouncer)

Of course How could I be so stupid

to assume we’re allowed to use the

fucking toilet by ourselves.

BOUNCER

If you buy a drink you can do what

you want.

GUY

CUT-TO

INT. BAR NIGHT

The Guy is standing at the bar. It’s jam packed and theirs

hardly room to breath.

GUY

(Shouting)

CAN I HAVE A TAP-WATER PLEASE.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

BARTENDER

(Shouting)

HUH ?

GUY

TAP WATER!

BARTENDER

OH RIGHT OKAY.

The bartender walks away and comes back with a Tap-water.

The guy turns around and shuffles his way out of the crowd

and bumps into the same bouncer from the entrance.

GUY

Got a drink. Can I use the toilet

now.

BOUNCER

That’s a Tap-water sir. You have to

be a paying customer to use the

toilet

GUY

I just stood in a pit of Flannel

shirts and lynx to get this

Tap-Water could I just use the

toilet ?

BOUNCER

Either purchase a drink or piss

off.

The Guy storms out in a huff towards the outside smoking

area.

EXT. SMOKING AREA OF BAR. NIGHT

The guy is walking towards a corner of the smoking area with

a glass. He starts to piss in it.

INT. BAR NIGHT

The guy walks up to the bouncer

BOUNCER

You bought a drink then ?

GUY

I just thought that rules are rules

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

BOUNCER

Wait let me taste.

The bouncer takes a sip of the cup of piss.

BOUNCER

Ahh I sure love those Vodka

redbulls

CUT-TO


